Dear Editor,

Two articles in *Advances in Therapy*, Song et al. \[[@CR1]\] and Proskorovsky et al. \[[@CR2]\], presented indirect treatment comparisons between inotuzumab ozogamicin (InO) and blinatumomab in treating adult patients with relapsed or refractory acute lymphoblastic leukemia (R/R ALL). The same methodology, matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC), was used in both studies. Song et al. concluded that blinatumomab and InO had a similar complete remission (CR) rate, while Proskorovsky et al. concluded that InO had superior efficacy in terms of rates of remission and hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) and a favorable trend on event-free survival (EFS) compared to blinatumomab. On examination of the Proskorovsky et al. article, we identified several weaknesses that have led to biased conclusions.

First, Proskorovsky et al. failed to match a key difference between the INO-VATE-ALL and the TOWER trial populations: the number of prior salvage therapies. The INO-VATE-ALL trial population included only patients with no more than one prior line of salvage therapy, while approximately 23% of the TOWER trial population had two or more lines of prior salvage therapies. Patients treated with more lines of prior salvage therapies have worse outcomes \[[@CR3]\]. Specifically, the median overall survival (OS) increased from 7.7 to 8.4 months for patients treated with blinatumomab in TOWER after excluding those with two or more lines of prior salvage therapies. The discrepancy in the number of prior salvage therapies is a fundamental difference between the two trial populations. Without matching the number of prior salvage therapies, bias in favor of InO was introduced in Proskorovsky et al. In contrast, only patients with no more than one line of prior salvage therapy were included in the comparisons by Song et al., which avoided such bias.

Second, Proskorovsky et al. failed to address the differences in the definitions of outcomes between INO-VATE-ALL and TOWER. The outcomes that were compared in Proskorovsky et al. included CR or CR with incomplete hematologic recovery (CR/CRi), HSCT, OS, and EFS. The definition of CRi was inconsistent between the two trials. In INO-VATE-ALL, CRi was defined as CR except with absolute neutrophil counts (ANC) \< 1000/μL and/or platelet ≤ 100,000/μL. In TOWER, CRi was defined as CR except with incomplete recovery of peripheral blood counts: ANC \> 1000/μL or platelet \> 100,000/μL. The definition of CRi in TOWER was more stringent and led to a lower rate of CR/CRi compared to INO-VATE-ALL. This can be observed through the CRi rate for the standard of care arm, i.e., 4.5% in TOWER and 11.9% in INO-VATE-ALL. Therefore, Proskorovsky et al. may bias in favor of InO by comparing CR/CRi using inconsistent definitions.

The comparison of outcome HSCT in Proskorovsky et al. was also questionable. From a clinical perspective, HSCT is driven by multiple factors beyond the effect of the investigational treatment, such as the availability of appropriate donors and the type of transplant. Without being able to adjust for those factors or having a head-to-head controlled study, the HSCT rate was not comparable between the INO-VATE-ALL and TOWER trial populations.

For the comparison of EFS in Proskorovsky et al., sensitivity progression-free survival (PFS) was used as a proxy for EFS given that EFS was not directly recorded in INO-VATE-ALL. Data on the sensitivity PFS were not included in prior publications of INO-VATE-ALL. Based on Proskorovsky et al., the sensitivity PFS was defined as the time from randomization to the earliest of death or progressive disease (either objective progression or relapse from CR/CRi). For subjects who did not achieve CR/CRi per investigator's assessment, the sensitivity PFS was assigned as 0. On the other hand, the EFS in TOWER was defined as the time from randomization to the earliest of death or hematological or extramedullary relapse after achieving CR/CR with partial hematologic recovery/CRi. It is unclear how the differences between the sensitivity PFS in INO-VATE-ALL and the EFS in TOWER impact the outcomes.

Third, Proskorovsky et al. matched on different subsets of treatment effect modifiers for different outcomes without providing convincing rationale. For example, duration of first remission, prior number of salvage therapies (0 or 1), and maximum of central/local bone marrow blasts were considered as treatment effect modifiers and were matched for the outcome CR/CRi but not for HSCT, OS, and EFS. Without evidence supporting the selection of effect modifiers for each outcome and the discrepancy in the selection of effect modifiers across outcomes, their matching strategies may introduce bias and raise concerns regarding the weighted outcomes. When there is limited knowledge or data on what variables are effect modifiers, especially for new treatments, it is critical to match all baseline characteristics that are available in both trials in order to avoid potential bias due to incorrect selection of baseline characteristics. Even when there is clinical rationale that only a subset of baseline characteristics are effect modifiers, an analysis adjusting for all available baseline characteristics can also provide important information on assessing potential bias.

Despite the increasing popularity of MAIC, there is a need to fully understand the appropriate ways to apply this method \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. As discussed above, there are several key methodological limitations in Proskorovsky et al. that led to biases in favor of InO, including failures to match key baseline characteristics, inconsistent definitions of outcomes, and the lack of evidence supporting their selection of matching variables. The results and the conclusion of this study should be interpreted with caution. Song et al., on the other hand, conducted the MAIC analyses more rigorously and addressed these limitations with a more comprehensive and less selected approach to the relevant parameters. Therefore, it provided more objective results for the comparison of blinatumomab and InO.
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